
Reception

R.E
Which times are special and why?

This term we will be investigating significant times and those times 
that are special in different religions

Week Two
Lesson Objective: To be able to recognise what happens at Sukkot and why.

Important information
• Question to ask the children
 Answer that could be given



Say hello to Hannah

• A Special Time for Hannah 

• Do you remember the little girl Ruth, we looked at her and she follows the Jewish 
faith. This is Hannah, she also follows the Jewish faith.

• We are going to look at today a special festival the Jewish community celebrate, 
this is Sukkot. It is very important Hannah and many other Jewish people all over 
the world.





Sukkot
A Harvest Festival 
• Have you ever grown any plants before?
• What happened to these plants?
• Have you grown flowers? Fruit? Vegetables? 
• What did you do to help your plants grow? 

• Harvesting is when we gather and collect food. We often have to 
plant and grow the food before we can gather and collect it. 

• Sukkot is a time when Jewish people think about all the food that has 
been harvested and thank God for it. 











Inviting Others

• Hannah’s family and lots of other Jewish people like to invite visitors 
to have a meal in their sukkah at the festival of Sukkot.



Your Activity
• This week there are two tasks for your RE lesson, I would like you firstly to match 

the words and pictures from the Jewish faith. ‘See next slide’

• Your second task I would like you to create your own sukkah, and an invitation to 
your friends and family. Can you draw a picture of what you sukkah would look 
like, and can you write a sentence about the food and drink that may be there. 
‘See attached word document’

• Blue Group Purple Group – Attempt to write a sentence about the food and 
events that may happen.

• Yellow Group Green Group – With some adult guidance write a sentence including 
initial and final sounds, also you can add other sounds as they occur in the 
words.

• Red Group – To give meanings to the marks they make. Adult to scribe the 
sentence.



Task 1 – Match the words and pictures



An example of a Sukkah 


